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1) Purpose 

a) To improve incident scene safety by providing a method of tracking and accounting for 

personnel at an incident as they move from one functional area to another, while meeting                 

the requirements of NFPA 1561. 

2) Background 

a) Case studies of Firefighter fatalities reveal that often the loss of accountability for the 

firefighter was a contributing factor in the tragedy. Specifically, the firefighter is                 

missing and others at the incident are unaware of the missing firefighter or their 

whereabouts.   

Any accountability system must work at all three levels: 

▪ First, Incident Commanders are responsible for tracking and documenting company 

assignments.   

▪ Second, Company Officers, Division Supervisors and Group Leaders are responsible 

(accountable) for themselves and their crew. 

▪ Finally, firefighters must realize they are ultimately responsible (accountable) for 

themselves and should make every effort to stay together with their assigned crew at 

an emergency scene.   

Cooperation, good attitude, and commitment are imperative for a successful accountability 

system. 

  

3) Policy 

 Firefighter accountability, at all three levels, will be a key element to be ensured during all 

 Spicewood Fire Rescue assignments. 
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4) Procedure 

These procedures will be routinely followed on the emergency responses: 

1) Individual members are responsible for identifying their assignment when they check into an 

incident.  

 a) Most often they will be assigned to a company, working under a company officer.  

 b) They will provide their metal ID tags to the company officer.  

2)  Every responding apparatus will have a designated Officer in charge.  

 a) The Company office is responsible for handling all radio traffic, receiving assignments, 

 and reporting all status changes.  

 b) Company Officers and/or Crew Leaders will attach the metal ID tag together and provide 

 them to the IC or Staging officer as needed.  

3) We do not deploy single member resources.  

4) Minimum staffing on a brush truck is considered two members.  

5) Minimum staffing for an engine is considered three members. 

Initially in an incident, the accountability ID tags may remain on the apparatus.  As an incident 

escalates, the Incident Commander, (I.C.), collects the tags from the involved apparatus.  Company 

Officers on later arriving apparatus will provide the Passport to the Incident Commander or Staging 

Officer as appropriate on the Incident Command Board. 

 

Accountability Best Practices 

1) All crewmembers will remain in visual, voice, or direct contact while involved                       

emergency task to ensure crew accountability.  

2) When a crew has completed an assigned task, such as exposure, confinement, extinguishment, 

ventilation, salvage, or overhaul, they will report directly to the Incident Commander or 

Division Supervisor. 

3) “PAR” – Personnel Accountability Report.  

 During operation at the scene of an emergency, it will be necessary, at certain times, to call 

 for a Personnel Accountability Report (PAR).  A PAR is a physical account for all personnel 

 on the fire ground.  Each Company Officer and Crew Leader will account for all persons 

 under their immediate supervision.  This must be accomplished by face-to-face contact.  

 PAR is done by the Incident Commander contacting each crew/team on the fire ground by 

 radio one at a time. 
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An Incident Commander or a sector officer may call for a PAR at any point during an operation.  

However, a PAR is required after any of the following events: 

 

1) "FIREFIGHTER DOWN" is an easily recognizable term for a Firefighter in distress.  It    

         will be used by lost, trapped, or injured Firefighter s to report their status as being in       

        trouble and needing rescue.  Any member may use "FIREFIGHTER DOWN" to            

         report a lost, trapped, or injured Firefighter.  The term "FIREFIGHTER DOWN" will   

         be reserved ONLY to report lost, trapped, or injured Firefighter. 

 

2) "MAYDAY" is an order to immediately evacuate a structure and/or toxic atmosphere. A 

"MAYDAY" order may ONLY be issued by the INCIDENT COMMANDER, SAFETY 

OFFICER Incident Commander, OPERATIONS OFFICER Incident Commander, or a 

SECTOR OFFICER Incident Commander.  Any Firefighter/EMS person recognizing conditions 

that warrant an evacuation should communicate their observations immediately to the Incident 

Commander, Safety Officer, Operations Officer, or a Sector Officer. 

 

3) "EMERGENCY TRAFFIC Incident Commander" is used for other emergency communications 

necessitating immediate attention.  Any member can report "EMERGENCY TRAFFIC Incident 

Commander".  Examples include but are not limited to:   

a) immediate need for rescue of civilians 

b) wires down 

c) a collapse hazard 

d) fire behaving in a rapid unpredictable way, etc.  

 

4) A PAR should also be utilized when changing tactics from offensive to defensive mode. 

5) A PAR is also used for Hazardous events such as partial collapse, flashover, chemical release, 

explosion, etc. 

6) The IC will ask - “Engine 91, PAR?”, to which the officer will reply “Engine 91 has PAR”.  

 

__________________________________________ 
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The declaration of a "MAYDAY", "FIREFIGHTER DOWN", or "EMERGENCY TRAFFIC “will 

receive highest priority for subsequent radio traffic.  (Only the Incident Commander and person 

reporting the emergency should be on the radio.)   

Three long air-horn blasts, if equipped, should be sounded for "MAYDAY".   

This does not preclude any Division Supervisor from conducting his/her own PAR within their 

respective areas, thus giving the officer a better account for the assigned crews. 

 

If a Firefighter is found to be missing after a PAR, that crew leader must communicate with the 

Incident Commander.  The crew leader should identify the Firefighter and his/her last known 

location, and the present location of their crew. 

 

When life safety is an issue, and a primary search is completed, an "ALL CLEAR" or "PATIENT 

FOUND" should be transmitted by radio by that crew leader.  Location needs to be reported. 

 

When leaving the incident all personnel should check out at the Command Post and re-claim both 

nametags. This completes a beginning to end accounting for personnel at an incident. 

    

An Incident Command Board will be carried in the Command 91 vehicle.  

 


